
Notice for Admission to UG Courses : 2022-23  

Notification
 

Applications are invited from candidates who have passed the Higher Secondary (10+2)

or its equivalent Examination for admission to the 1st semester of the six semester B.A./

B.Sc./ B.Com. (Honours/ General) Course of studies under CBCS system for the

session 2022-2023 to any of the three shifts (Morning/Day/Evening) of Seth Anandram

Jaipuria College under University of Calcutta provided he/she fulfills the conditions as

laid down in the latest “Admission and Examination Regulations” of University of

Calcutta [University Notification No. CSR/03/18 dated 07.5.2018 for B.A./B.Sc./B.Mus.

(Honours/General), CSR/26/17 dated 26.5.2017, CSR/64/17 dated 14.9.2017 &

CSR/10/18 dated 30.5.2018 for B.Com. (Honours/ General)], and in accordance with

the notification bearing no. 507-Edn(CS)/10M-95/14 dated 30th June, 2022 issued by

the Department of Higher Education, Govt. of West Bengal.

➢ The online application for admission will start, tentatively from 18/07/2021 (9 am)

through the online admission portal of the college

(www.sajaipuriacollege.ac.in) for two different stream-groups (B.A./B.Sc.

and B.Com.) separately.

➢ Only girl students can apply for morning shift and only boy students can apply for

evening shift, whereas both can apply for day shift (co-education). Other

category gender students can apply in any of these three shifts according to their

gender identification.

➢ Eligible students seeking admission can apply ONLINE without any application

fees. Candidates are allowed to apply for more than one stream/subject with

single registration/login within the same stream-group and same shift. For

different stream-groups and different shifts (“B.A./B.Sc.” and “B.Com.”) one has

to register separately. Different Ids will be given to an applicant applying in

different shifts with the same email id and phone number.

http://www.sajaipuriacollege.ac.in/


➢ Applicants will get user id and password in their given mail id and phone number

while registering in the admission portal. In case applicants forget the id and

password, it could be retrieved through the ‘forget password’ option given in the

portal.

➢ Admission fees can be paid through e-payments only.

➢ Scanned copies of all the testimonials are required to be uploaded online during

application. Verification of documents shall be done after commencement of

classes. Admission is liable to be cancelled if the documents are found not in

conformity with the online application data and declaration.

➢ Photos of the candidates should be uploaded as per given instruction while filling

up the application form. Selfies of the applicants will not be considered.

➢ The admission will be offered to prospective applicants strictly on the basis of

merit. To check merit list, applicants must visit the admission website regularly.

Prospective applicants eligible for admission shall also be informed via

sms/email.

➢ In case a student fails to pay the fees in time, 30 minutes extra time will be
provided in general. During this time, they have to get in touch with the
college and send their payment initiation proof either to the designated
email Id: admission@sajaipuricollege.ac.in or SMS to the helpline numbers
to be provided in the website
(যিদ �কান আেবদনকারী িনধ�ািরত সমেয়র মেধ� ভিত� র িফ িদেত না পাের, তাহেল তােক অিতির�

৩০ িমিনট সময় �দান করা হেব। �সই অিতির� ৩০ িমিনট সমেয়র মেধ� ছা�/ ছা�ীেক

admission@sajaipuricollege.ac.in এই email Id �ত অথবা helpline numbers এ

ভিত� র িফ �দান আরে�র �মান সহ িলিখত আেবদন জানােত হেব। )



➢ After publication of 3 merit lists subject to the assessment of the situation
in terms of vacant seats and applications queue, the show interest option
will be made available to the applicants in all the streams of B.A./B.Sc.
/B.Com for all the three shifts in order to help willing meritorious applicants
and to fill up the seat vacancy sanctioned by the University of Calcutta.
Applicants are required to be very careful about the closing time of each
merit list.
Show interest opportunity will be open for 3 to 4 consecutive days for the
remaining applicants left over after completion of admission under the first
3 consecutive merit lists as mentioned above. Henceforth, merit lists will be
published for admission from the candidates who have opted for this show
interest option. No candidate will be allowed to make any request for
considering his application for admission who have already missed the
show interest opportunity.
(৩ � �মিরট িল� �কােশর পর খািল আসেনর সংখ�া ও আেবদনকারীর সংখ�া িবচার কের, �মধাবী
আেবদনকারীর �ােথ� এবং University of Calcutta �ারা sanctioned আসন পূরেণর জন�,
B.A./B.Sc. /B.Com িতন� শাখার ও িতন িসফেটর আেবদনকারীর জন�ই show interest এই
অপশন� খুেল �দওয়া হেব। আেবদনকারীেক �িত� �মধা তািলকার ভিত� র �শষ সমেয়র িদেক নজর

রাখার জন� িবেশষ অনেুরাধ জানােনা হে�।

�য সকল আেবদনকারীর নাম পূব�বত� ৩ � �মিরট িল� এ আেসিন, Show interest এই অপশন�
তােদর জন� পর পর ৩ �থেক ৪ িদন �খালা থাকেব। এরপর �থেক �মিরট িল� �কািশত হেব �সই

সকল আেবদনকারীর �থেক, যারা Show interest এই অপশন� �বেছ িনেয়েছ। �কান

আেবদনকারী Show interest এই অপশন� miss করেল তােক পুনরায় �কান সুেযাগ �দওয়া হেব

না।)



➢ For showing interest in taking admission in the college a candidate has to
login in their profile with the given id and password sent to them via email
and sms during filling up the form, and choose the button “Click to show
your wish”. A message will appear “Thanks for expressing your interest.
We will select applicants for admission as per their merit score”. You will
also see the date and time when you have expressed your interest. Take a
screenshot for future safety and Log out. In the admission portal you will
find a tick mark has appeared against your choice confirming your
willingness.
(কেলেজ ভিত� র ইে� �কাশ করার জন� একজন আেবদনকারীেক িনেজর �ফাইেল id ও password
িদেয় login করেত হেব। তার �ফাইেলর id ও password আেবদন করার সমেয় email ও sms
র মাধ�েম পাঠােনা হেব। �ফাইেল login কের “Click to show your wish” button এ ি�ক

করেত হেব। ি�ক করেল “Thanks for expressing your interest. We will select
applicants for admission as per their merit score” এই message � আসেব।

আেবদনকারী ভিত� র ইে� �কােশর সময় ও তািরখ ও �দখেত পােব। আেবদনকারীেক এক�

screenshot িনেয় রাখার অনেুরাধ জানােনা হে�। ভিত� র ইে� �কােশর পর admission
portal এ িনেজর নােমর পােশ এক� tick mark �দখা �গেল আেবদনকারী confirm হেব �য তার

ইে� �কাশ সফলভােব গৃহীত হেয়েছ।)



➢ After admission, cancellation of admission can be done only through login
in the profile of the candidate using given user id and password. In each
case whenever an applicant clicks the admission cancellation button, an
otp will be generated and sent to his/her registered mobile number. Once
the candidate enters that otp it will be notified to the college authority. At
that point of time the candidate will be able to generate a pending
cancellation challan. Once it is approved by the college, a confirmed
cancellation challan will be generated.
Hence, cancellation of admission is a three step process. Once a confirmed
cancellation challan is generated no request for re-admission will be
entertained.

➢ Prospective applicants will NOT be called for any physical counselling or physical

verification of documents during the process of admission. No physical presence

is required at the college premises before commencement of classes.

➢ Adoption of any unfair means including submission of incorrect data/information

during the application and/or admission process or submission of false/forged

documents (mark sheets /certificates etc.) will attract severe punishments

including cancellation of candidature and legal action, if required.

➢ BEWARE OF TOUTS/MIDDLEMEN POSING AS ‘CONTACTS’ AND

DEMANDING MONEY IN EXCHANGE OF THEIR ‘SERVICES’.



➢ Helpline numbers are available as per the following schedule:

Name of the contact person Phone number Contact Hour

Prof. Susmita Das

(SACT, Department of

Zoology)

8481835803 9 am to 2.30 pm

Prof. Pooja Dutta

(SACT, Department of

Commerce)

9830845239 9 am to 2.30 pm

Prof. Mowmita Saha

(SACT, Department of

Zoology)

9084911240 2.30 pm to 8 pm

Prof. Satabdi Dey

(SACT, Department of

Commerce)

8272955997 2.30 pm to 8 pm

Mr. Indranil Sinha 7980935022 8 pm to 10 pm

Principal
Dated 11/07/2022, Kolkata


